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a b s t r a c t 

Low scattering media is the best scenario for optical imaging in thick samples and deep tissue, as it allows to 
obtain high resolution images without suffering the limitations that the diffusion phenomenon imposes. The high 
contribution of ballistic light in this regime enabled the development of light sheet microscopy and optical pro- 
jection tomography, two of the most common techniques nowadays in research laboratories. Their revolutionary 
approach and wide spectrum of applications and possibilities has lead to a frenetic rhythm of new works and 
techniques arising every year. The large amount of information available often overwhelms scientists and re- 
searchers trying to keep up to date with the last cutting edge advances of the field. This paper aims to give a brief 
review of the origins and fundamental aspects of these two techniques to focus on the most recent and yet non 
reviewed works. Apart from novel methods, this document also covers combined multimodal approaches and 
systems. To conclude, we put a spotlight on the important role that open-source microscopy systems play in the 
field, as they improve the accessibility to these techniques and promote collaborative networks across the optical 
imaging community. 
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. Introduction

The study of biological processes at microscopic scale cannot be
onceived without resorting to optical imaging. This tool allowed re-
earchers to reveal some of the best kept secrets of nature, hidden in
he vast invisible world beyond the limits of our naked eyes. Optical
icroscopy arose in the 17 th century but it was just a few decades ago,
ith the arrival of computers and digital sensors, that the revolution
n which we will focus on here began. New technologies have permit-
ed great advances in the field, passing from widefield two dimensional
rey scale images to systems capable of capturing deep tissue diffrac-
ion limited images in a very short period of time. These advances in
he field of optical microscopy have been made possible with large in-
estments of time and resources, together with the most ingenious ideas
rom a large community of scientists driven by curiosity and yearn for
ew technologies and discoveries. 
Three dimensional imaging is one of the main recent achievements of

ptical microscopy, which allows to study large and complex structures
ith cellular resolution. During the last twenty years, since the spread of
onfocal Microscopy [1] , and with the arrival of new techniques such as
ptical Projection Tomography (OPT) or Light Sheet Fluorescence Mi-
roscopy (LSFM), imaging systems can obtain meaningful high resolu-
ion and depth resolved images of a sample, in some cases with temporal
esolution. However, despite the most recent advances have achieved
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mpressive qualitative improvements, the physics of light propagation
till constrains the applications in which these modalities can be used. 
Image quality when studying biological tissue strongly relies on the

egree of transparency of the sample. Absorption, due to the presence
f chromophores, limits the penetration of light, and scattering, due to
he heterogeneous refraction index of tissues, reduces drastically the
esolution of the images. Generally, biological tissue is considered a
ighly scattering medium, meaning that light propagates without devi-
ting from its original path (i.e. ballistically), for just a few hundred of
icrons [2] . Above this limit, the effects of scattering become stronger
ntil the propagation regime falls into the diffusion model [3] , where
here are no remainders of ballistic light and thus the propagation is
ocally equivalent to light paths describing random walks. 
Since samples for OPT and LSFM either have sizes below the diffusion

arrier or undergo chemical clearing, the imaging process presumably
ccurs within the ballistic domain. This assumption enables to recon-
truct the images using the inverse radon transform [4] or to propagate
 thin sheet of light for up to several millimeters. These two techniques
ake advantage of the forward propagation of light within short dis-
ances to acquire high resolution images, however, as the transition be-
ween regimes doesn’t occur abruptly, strategies to mitigate the weaker
ffects of scattering must be designed. This is specially significant for
mall in vivo or large size cleared samples, where the degradation of
he image at certain depths is more noticeable. 
 (J. Ripoll).
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The strong impact of LSFM and OPT in the microscopy community
as led to a frenetic rhythm of new works and publications that of-
en overwhelms researchers trying to stay up to date with the latest
utting edge developments. There are many comprehensive reviews in
he literature describing the evolution these techniques and their vari-
nts with all degrees of technical details [5–10] . In addition, given the
arge amount of applications they can be used for, there are focused
eviews on specific research fields such as neuroscience [11] , develop-
ental processes [12] , imaging combined with microdevices and fuidics
13] , histopathology [14] , study of protein dynamics [15] , mammalian
evelopment [16] , super-resolution imaging in mammalian cells [17] ,
ive plants [18] , and biological studies [19] . This review paper aims to
over the fundamental aspects of OPT and LSFM and will focus on the
ost recent advances from both techniques over the last few years. 

. Optical projection tomography 

Optical Projection Tomography (OPT) is an optical imaging tech-
ique that measures the three dimensional distribution of the absorp-
ion or the fluorochromes in small specimens non invasively [20] . This
echnique is the optical counterpart of x-ray tomography and therefore
ts imaging process consists of an acquisition part, where a set of images
rom the sample named projections are captured from several angular
ositions, and a reconstruction procedure, where a three dimensional
ap of the measurement is generated using a mathematical model. The
cquisition can be made in fluorescence mode, exciting the whole sam-
le simultaneously with an LED, or in transillumination, measuring the
ransmitted light through the specimen. 
Standard OPT assumes that samples are optically transparent and

hus scattering is negligible. In fact, the reconstruction algorithm used
or this technique, the filtered backprojection (FBP) [4] , performs an
nverse Radon transform as in x-ray CT. Therefore, intensity values in
ach pixel of the projections represent the line integral of the magnitude
eing measured along the normal direction to the projection plane. As
 consequence, the use of OPT in turbid samples would not match this
ropagation model, causing a dramatic loss of resolution in the images
21,22] . 

.1. Setup and acquisition methods 

The classical setup in transmission OPT uses an incoherent light
ource to illuminate a specimen that is usually embedded in an immer-
ion medium and is mounted in a rotating stage [20] . The illumination
n OPT is usually delivered using a regular illuminator, which consists of
 LED and a diffuser [23] . More complex setups can be implemented in
rder to ensure homogeneous illumination and control of the delivered
ntensity. These can include collimation optics [24] such as telecentric
llumination lenses [25] or a Köhler illuminator [26] . At the other end, a
amera with an objective lens of very reduced numerical aperture (NA)
ccepts only rays traveling in the parallel direction to the optical axis
nd captures the transmitted light. In the case of operating in fluores-
ence mode, the illuminator can be reduced to a simple LED source. Also,
n this case a detection filter should be placed in front of the sensor to
iscard the excitation light (see Fig. 1 ). 
As in other optical imaging techniques, the choice of objective lens is

ery important in OPT. Lenses should be able to reject scattered photons,
ave a long depth of field (DOF) to capture thick samples in focus, large
eld of view (FOV) and high resolution. 
It is well known in optics that low NA objective lenses have long

OF at the cost of losing resolution, therefore a compromise must be
ound. The resolution limit of low NA optics is specially relevant with
mall samples since mesoscopic imaging systems are often limited by
he pixel size of the camera sensor. If the DOF is not sufficient to keep
he entire sample depth in focus, the recommendation is to set the focal
lane at the first half of the sample, having at least this region in sharp
ocus [27] . The DOF can be synthetically extended in OPT by performing
xial scanning with a piezo electric positioner in the detection objective
ens [28] or, for faster acquisition times, with an electrically tunable lens
ETL) [29] . Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that it is also desirable to
ave objective lenses with high telecentricity to avoid image distortion
nd to have better discrimination of the parallel rays to the optical axis
30,31] . 
The choice of NA of the objective lens can reduce non desired scat-

ered light. In fact, extremely low NA lenses can enable the localization
f fluorescent probes in large sized no cleared samples of up to a cm
iameter [32] . Alternatively, time gating has been also suggested as a
ay to perform this task, as non scattered photons travel shorter paths
nd arrive earlier to the camera sensor. Time-gated OPT exploits this
ffect using a high temporal resolution detector [33] . This method was
sed to image an adult zebrafish [34] resolving the internal structure
ithout any previous clearing process, demonstrating higher contrast
nd less artifacts in the reconstructions. This method, although can sig-
ificantly improve the quality of the images, in large sized or highly
cattering samples may restrict sensitivity of the system, dropping the
ignal to noise ratio unless the acquisition time is increased. Recently, a
imulation study based on the Monte Carlo method [35] concluded that
ime domain detection has larger margin of image contrast improve-
ent than angular rejection [36] . This may be explained through the
act that time-gating performs real scattering rejection whereas angular
ejection may capture scattered waves that eventually end up propagat-
ng parallel to the optical axis. 
Since the use of low NA objective lenses reduces the collection effi-

iency of the system, especially in fluorescence mode due to the isotropic
rofile of the sources, some groups have proposed alternative OPT im-
lementations. Scanning Laser Optical Tomography (SLOT) [37] uses
hotodetectors instead of a camera to extend the dynamic range and the
etection efficiency. In this technique, a galvomirror sweeps the beam to
can the specimen. Collection can be made in transmission with a pho-
odiode placed behind the sample on the optical axis or in fluorescence
ith a lens system and a photomultiplier that captures autofluorescence
rom the orthogonal direction. This method allows to increase signifi-
antly the signal to noise ratio of the projections since the detection tech-
ology used here offers better sensitivity than a camera sensor. Further-
ore, illuminating with a focused beam allows to deliver higher power
o the tissues, enabling Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) [38] imag-
ng in this technique. 
Increasing the dynamic range of the system can be beneficial in cases

here there is a large range of absorption rates in the sample tissues. Ad-
usting the exposure of the camera is usually a straight forward process
ith transparent samples. However, in highly absorbing specimens light
ight saturate projections in the areas of the image where the sample
as thinner cross-sections or yield unexposed areas in the thicker ones.
part from using photodetectors, which is much slower and compli-
ated in terms of acquisition time and alignment, high dynamic range
HDR) fusion has also been suggested to extend the dynamic range of
he images [39] . While this approach seems adequate to image highly
bsorbing samples with correct exposure across the whole image, the
uantification of the absorption may turn complicated since images are
erged using computational algorithms. 

.2. Advanced reconstruction techniques 

The standard algorithm for the Radon inverse transform does not
onsider most of the particularities of the physics of optical systems in
espect to the x-ray propagation model. The characteristics and optical
erformance of the lenses, the optical properties of the sample or the
ismatch between the indices of refraction at the different interfaces
long the optical paths are critical factors that degrade the quality of
he images. Reconstructions can be improved by including more sophis-
icated models in the kernel or by performing specific post or prepro-
essing to the images. Since the output of an OPT system is the result
f convolving the sample’s 3D distribution of the measured magnitude
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Fig. 1. Transmission OPM (top) illuminates the sample with collimated light and captures the transmitted intensity. Fluorescence OPT (bottom) excites the samples 
with a source and collects the emitted fluorescence. In both modes the sample is rotated to acquire images from several views. 
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ith the point spread function (PSF) of the optics and the medium, de-
onvolution techniques can be applied to the sinograms prior to the FBP
r as a postprocessing step after the reconstruction [40] . Whereas these
ethods can significantly improve the resolution of the reconstructions,
he results strongly depend on the choice of algorithm, and require fine
uning of their parameters in order to avoid amplifying the noise level
n the output. 
Preprocessing of the tomograms has demonstrated to be an effective

echnique to reduce blurriness from scattering by estimating the PSF of
 point source placed at the center of the volume. This information can
e used to deconvolve the projections before the reconstruction [41] . In
 similar way, lens defocusing can be also compensated to improve the
esolution isotropy across the FOV in the reconstructed volume [42] .
he resolution loss in regions far from the center of the FOV caused
y the imaging optics can be also addressed through deconvolution if
 frequency domain analysis of the image resolution is performed to
haracterize the system [43] . 
This methods usually use iterative reconstruction algorithms to solve

he minimization problem and have been successfully employed in sev-
ral works to account for the PSF of the optics [44,45] . A recent study
resented a comparison among several deconvolution and reconstruc-
ion strategies, concluding that these techniques provide better results
han simple FBP, being PSF based reconstructions the best, specially
n systems where its PSF cannot be described analytically [40] . Also,
or isotropic sources as in fluorescence mode, models have been devel-
ped to account for this special emission geometry using a weighted
BP [46] . 
Tomographic reconstruction assumes a perfect geometry of the scan-

er, where rotation occurs smoothly and there are no misalignments of
he system, mechanical vibrations or defective elements in the camera
ensor. Deviations from this model will produce artifacts in the recon-
tructed images such as double edges in structure boundaries, blurriness
r rings in the axial slices. In order to obtain the best image quality, these
onidealities need to be accounted during the reconstruction. 
One of the most important geometric requisites, is that the axis of

otation of the scanner has to be aligned with the center of the images.
n x-ray CT, gantry based scanners use a calibration protocol to find its
xact location to then compensate for the shift or skew during the back-
rojection. However, as in OPT the sample rotates around its axis, the
ocation of the center of rotation can vary from one scan to another. Be-
ides, even if the rotating stage has not changed its position, the sample
older may present small variations in shape that prevent exact repeata-
ility of the geometry even in sequential scans. A simple and effective
ay to accurately estimate the center of rotation is to iteratively maxi-
ize the total variance of a reconstructed slice by trying different values
or the center of rotation [47] . 
The use of mechanical stages to rotate the sample can produce small

ibrations that affect negatively the quality of the reconstructions. More-
ver, motion of in vivo samples can introduce equivalent artifacts that
f the mechanical system. These perturbations can be usually modeled
s small displacements and rotations and their amplitudes can be esti-
ated from the sinogram to be further compensated in the reconstruc-
ion [24,48] . Another approach to remove jitter from vibrations or devi-
tions from the center of rotation is to use Phase-Retrieved Tomography
PRT) [49] . This algorithm for misaligned LSFM and OPT data backpro-
ects the autocorrelation sinogram instead of the filtered sinogram as it
s inherently aligned. Then, the object can be reconstructed via a phase
etrieval algorithm. The advantage of this reconstruction method is that
o prior information of the misalignments is needed, neither to estimate
heir amplitudes explicitly. 
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.3. Flow measurements 

Blood flow measurements in vertebrates play an important role in
ngiogenesis and vasculogenesis research. OPT has been used through
everal implementations to obtain contrast from moving bloodstream
ells, enabling the reconstruction of a 3D angiography of the specimen.
mong them, flow-OPT uses a motion-analysis algorithm to process sev-
ral time frames of the specimen [25] . Later, the same group introduced
ptical Vector Field Tomography (OVFT), which the data using Particle
mage Velocimetry to obtain label free contrast from the velocity map
f blood cells in the vasculature of zebrafish [50] . Another technique to
easure blood flow is laser Doppler Projection Tomography (LDPT),
hich extracts the flowing signal measuring time-dependent fluctua-
ions of Doppler-shifted light due to moving scatterers. The signals from
oving and non moving particles are separated in the frequency space
nd 3D images are obtained using FBP [51] . 

.4. Considerations for sample preparation 

As in most optical imaging techniques, sample preparation is crucial
o minimize the refraction index mismatch between the optics and the
edium. Even if immersion objectives are used, the refraction index
ight not be constant across all interfaces. Basic schemes to include
mall mismatches in the reconstruction consist on removing affected
rojection rays [52] . If the index of the medium and the lens are known,
he deviation of the rays from the ideal geometry can be calculated and
ompensated for transmission OPT [53] . This work also suggests inter-
sting corrections for background illumination uniformity and defective
ixels from the CCD. 
Another issue that arises from sample preparation is the homoge-

ization of the absorption coefficient during tissue clearing. As transil-
umination OPT contrast relies on tissue attenuation, these protocols can
ide structures of interest. This can be addressed using polarized light to
etect them [54] . Acquiring tomographic data sets for different orien-
ations of the analyzer can reveal contrast from certain structures such
s oriented muscle fibers [55] . 

.5. Summary 

OPT has been widely used to study a large variety of biological
rocesses such as developmental [56] , in vivo vasculature [25] , whole
leared organs [57] or plants structure [58] . This technique can generate
igh resolution three dimensional reconstructions from absorption and
uorescence contrast. Its tomographic nature provides isotropic resolu-
ion in terms of voxel size, however, the spatial resolution of the axial
lices decreases radially [59] . In addition, this technique requires to ro-
ate the sample, which is performed using mechanical stages that can
ead to long acquisition times. The acquisition geometry allows to im-
lement advanced longitudinal acquisition protocols to scan very large
amples without resorting to volume stitching as in helical OPT (hOPT)
60] . Transmission OPT is a quite unique modality, as no other optical
maging technique uses absorption to image anatomical structures of
icroscopic and mesoscopic size samples. Unfortunately, the isotropic
mission pattern of fluorescent sources and the scattering of biological
issues forces the use of very low NA objective lenses, which signifi-
antly limit the collection efficiency. When scanning large specimens in
PT, often the DOF cannot cover the entire sample. In these cases, ax-
al scanning can be used to acquire projections with the entire sample
n focus. This approach tolerates the use of objectives with higher NA,
hich can help to reject out of focus light and improve the quality of
he reconstructions. 

. Light sheet fluorescence microscopy 

LSFM is a three dimensional optical imaging technique that has
pread through most of the research groups focused on the study of
iological processes in large sized microscopic specimens. This recently
merged technique has evolved very rapidly due to its relative simplic-
ty and outstanding performance in terms of spatial and temporal reso-
ution. Light sheet microscopy supports a large variety of variants and
mplementations and has become an indispensable tool for in vivo and
n vitro imaging in a wide range of applications. 
The first time that light sheet was used for imaging took place at the

eginning of the 20 th century, when Siedentopf and Zsigmondy were
ooking for a method to enhance the resolution of their microscope. They
rst proposed the idea of generating a plane of light by illuminating a
ectangular thin slit that, focused with a condenser lens, would result
n a thin sheet of light. The optical axis of the eyepiece was mounted
erpendicularly to the illumination path, this way, they could observe
he scattered light by a thin section of the colloid [61] . The invention
llowed Zsigmondy to observe and measure single gold particles with
iameters of less than 4 nm [62] . By then, the lack of technologies to
apture the images made illustrations the only way to register the re-
ults. His findings using this new microscopy technique, named Ultra-
icroscopy, honored him with the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1925.
early a century later in 1993, Zsigmondy’s idea was used again to
mage biological samples for the first time ever in a technique named
rthogonal-Plane Fluorescence Optical Sectioning (OPFOS) [63] . In the
arly2000 ′s, Thin Light Sheet Microscope (TLSM) [64] permitted to ob-
erve microbes suspended in seawater with sharp contrast, obtaining
mages with very low background intensity due to the precise excitation
chieved. Light sheet microscopy became popular after the publication
n 2004 of a paper in Science by Huisken et al. [65] , reviewing the inven-
ion and presenting it as we know it today. The technique this time was
ermed Selective Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM) and triggered a
evolution in the field that has permitted to capture three dimensional
mages without requiring any reconstruction algorithm with high spatial
nd temporal resolution as never imagined before. 

.1. Setup design and considerations 

The basic idea behind LSFM is to excite a fluorescent sample us-
ng a very thin sheet of light while collecting the emitted fluorescence
rom the orthogonal direction (see Fig. 1 ). If the sample is transparent
nough, the camera will capture the distribution of the fluorophore in a
hin section of the specimen. Then, the sample is sequentially translated
owards the camera to section more slices, resulting in a 3D representa-
ion of fluorophore as a stack of images. There are two basic methods
or light sheet generation (see Fig 2 ), known as static and dynamic light
heets, that will give different properties to the microscope. Neverthe-
ess, all pursuit the same goal of creating a light sheet as long and thin
s possible across the entire field of view (FOV). 
Static light sheets are formed using a cylindrical lens to expand a

aussian beam in one axis. Then, an objective lens typically with low
umerical aperture (NA) focuses the light into the field of view. This
ethod was used by Huisken et al. [65] and is the easiest one to imple-
ent. Static light sheets often suffer from optical aberrations and have
estricted efficiency delivering the excitation intensity to the sample.
hese limitations motivated the rise of Digitally Scanned Light Sheet Mi-
roscopy (DSLM) [66] , where a virtual plane of light is generated with a
aussian beam translated along the plane of interest at high speed, typi-
ally using a set of galvanometric mirrors. Dynamic light sheets have ad-
antageous properties due to their incoherent nature, rendering a more
omogeneous excitation across the FOV due to their better energy con-
nement. Moreover, they are compatible with more complex scanned
eam shapes or multi photon excitation [67] . 
The choice of optics for illumination is a determining factor of the

erformance of the microscope. In fact, during the design and assembly
f the microscope, engineers need to find a compromise between the
esired length of the FOV, given by the depth of field, and the optical
ectioning power, determined by the thickness of the waist at the rear
ocal plane of the illumination objective. The use of low NA objectives
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Fig. 2. SPIM excites with a thin sheet of light generated using a cylindrical lens located at the back focal plane of the objective lens. In DSLM, a gaussian beam is 
swept at high speed along the detection focal plane to generate a virtual light sheet. 
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enerate long light sheets with limited waist thinness whereas high NA
ill lead to very thin light sheets with good optical sectioning but short
OV. Although low NA optics are preferred for light sheet generation,
his decision is subject to the microscope’s geometry, type of sample
older, purpose of the images and other acquisition parameters such as
peed or resolution. 

.2. Advanced illumination and detection schemes 

As light sheet illumination occurs in the ballistic regime of light prop-
gation, samples that contain dense structures usually produce stripe ar-
ifacts into the images. These are caused by the interactions of the plane
f light with absorbing or scattering particles while propagating in the
xcitation plane. The shadows and diffraction patterns formed behind
hese structures lead to obscured stripes in the images due to lack of
xcitation. This artifact is very common in LSFM, specially when using
tatic light sheets due to their coherent nature. There are several strate-
ies in the literature to reduce these artifacts such as pivoting the light
heet while scanning [68] , using dual side illumination [69] , performing
ulti view acquisitions [70,71] or a combination of several [72,73] . 
Multi view LSFM can achieve very good results but increases pho-

otoxicity and the acquisition time. A recent work proposes a smart ro-
ation workflow that identifies the angular positions with optimal view
n terms of optical accessibility [74] . This approach reduces the dose
elivered to the sample and discards those views where optical obsta-
les yield to poor image quality. Multi view LSFM can be also used in
ombination with computational techniques such as subvoxel resolution
75] to achieve very high isotropic resolutions [76] . 
Pivoting the light sheet or the scanning beam with a galvomirror is

imited in speed by the inertia of the rotating mirrors. Despite the use
f resonant mirrors has shown higher speed upper bound [68] , acousto
ptical deflectors (AOD) demonstrated the best performance in this task
77] . In fact, this technology allows not only to pivot the light sheet, but
lso to generate concurrent beams with different pivot angles. The AOD
plits the beam into a 0 th undeviated beam and a 1 st order deflected
eam. The use of multiple frequencies allows to illuminate with several
ivot angles at the same time, however, this comes at the cost of splitting
he power among the simultaneous beams. 
Instead of using a multi view or a pivoting method, the use of a con-

ectional incoherent LED sources can suppress shadowing artifacts [78] .
n order to obtain volumetric information, a spatial modulator structures
he illumination light along the detection direction and the acquired en-
oded data needs to be reconstructed to obtain the final volume. This
pproach not only eliminates stripe and speckle derived artifacts, but
an also reduce the cost of the system. 
Recently, the use of a line diffuser was suggested as an approach

o homogenize the excitation and reduce the stripe artifacts either in
SLM and SPIM [79] . In the study, no variation in the axial profile of
he light sheet was noticed and, as in other stripe reduction methods,
his approach is not compatible with confocal slit detection. 
A more sophisticated technique for stripe removal is to use multi
odality imaging. Transillumination OPT renders an absorption map of
he sample that can be used to correct the fluorescence images [80] . In
ight sheet microscopy, OPT images can not only compensate the hetero-
eneous illumination to reduce stripe artifacts but also the attenuation
f the emitted fluorescence while propagating towards the detection axis
81] . 
Gaussian beams, although offering good balance between simplic-

ty in the implementation and optical performance, are prone to create
tripe artifacts if the medium presents inhomogeneities and have fast
ivergence if a very thin waist is required. Light sheet engineering aims
o overcome these limitations with other kind of beams that are more
obust to scatterers, have larger FOV and better energy confinement
cross it. Bessel beams are one of the most common ones due to their
asy generation and self healing properties [82] , offering stable optical
ectioning for significantly longer fields of view than Gaussian beams
83,84] . These properties make them suitable to image large and het-
rogeneous samples with very homogeneous excitation. 
Side illumination is the main disadvantage of Bessel beams, which

xcites out of plane fluorescence that lowers the signal to noise ratio
nd thus the contrast of the images [82] . This effect is more prevalent
n single photon excitation, where the lateral and axial resolution can
e even worse than with gaussian beams [85] . Nevertheless, the higher
nergy confinement within the main lobe of bessel beams make them
ery efficient for multi photon excitation. Its non linear response pre-
ents side lobes from generating any out of plane signal [84,86] . In fact,
 recent work has demonstrated for the first time 3 photon excitation
n light sheet microscopy [87] where again, bessel beams were able to
xcite a larger field of view. Three photon light sheet shown to provide
etter contrast than 2 photon in deep tissue at depths of at least 450μm
In order to reduce the downsides, image contrast with bessel beam

ingle photon LSFM can be improved through confocal line detection,
n acquisition method for DSLM in which the camera rolling shutter
s synchronized with the scanning to reject photons that arrive to the
etector out of an activated line of pixels as shown in Fig. 4 ) [82] . A
ecent work presented an alternative method to minimize side lobes in
essel beam illumination by rescanning the sample with a complemen-
ary zero order bessel beam that excites only out of focus fluorescence.
hen, both images are subtracted to improve the axial resolution from
.68 μm to 1.07 μm in a field of view of 300 x 200 x 200 μm [88] . 
Another type of engineered scanned illumination are Airy beams,

hich can be generated by a cubic phase mask. Their constant profile in
ropagation demonstrated to excite ten and four times longer FOVs than
aussian and bessel beams [89] , respectively. In order to recover near-
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Fig. 3. Axially swept light sheet (ASLM) achieves uniform averaged sheet waist 
across the FOV (bottom) through axial shifting of the light sheet combined with 
the camera rolling shutter [99] . 

Fig. 4. Confocal detection in lightsheet (top) helps to reject scattered light to re- 
duce the background intensity [101,103] . Together with axial sweeping allows 
to improve optical sectioning [102] . 
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iffraction limited resolution, imaging with airy beams requires further
mage convolution to suppress the fluorescence from the side lobes and
rtifacts due to their curved profile. A more complex approach is the use
f Lattice light sheets, which are built upon a coherent addition of non
iffracting Bessel beams. The resulting 2D optical lattice can conform a
lane of light using a dithered scanning mode or structured illumination,
he latter enabling super-resolution imaging [90] . Although lattice light
heets exhibit extremely low photobleaching and minimal phototoxicity
ith axial resolutions in dithered mode of 370 nm, their range of appli-
ations is limited as they depend strongly on coherent interactions, thus,
he specimen thickness must be kept below 20μm to 100μm. 
Engineered beams require complex optical setups and rather expen-

ive components such as spatial light modulators (SLM). Furthermore,
epending on the choice of implementation, a setup can be exclusive
or a certain kind of beam. Light Field Synthesis [91] is an optical the-
rem to generate any scanned or dithered light sheet using a universal
ethod. The time averaged light distribution of the desired beam is cre-
ted by a line scanning a pupil in the fourier domain located at the
ack focal plane of the illumination objective. In addition, this tech-
ique can substantially reduce the cost of the illumination arm as no
LM is needed. 
Each of these beam shapes has its own strengths and weaknesses

nd in general it is difficult to give a short answer about which one
ives better performance or is more suitable for a certain application.
here are some works aiming to establish protocols to select and opti-
ize the excitation light based on the desired spatial resolution, sample
ize, desired FOV and axial resolution or requirements of the sample
92] . A recent study suggests that there is a strong trade off between
ptical sectioning performance and axial resolution, being the choice of
ight sheet thickness a key factor [93] . Very thin engineered light sheets
ften carry stronger side lobes that lead to a reduction of the contrast
f the images. Even though deconvolution can revert the effects of side
llumination, there are limitations to the amount of background it can
emove and thus the recommendation is to minimize side lobes as possi-
le. In general, Gaussian beams are the best choice to maximize contrast
nd FOV except for multi photon excitation, where Bessel beams give
he best optical sectioning and constant propagation profile. 
An alternative way to excite deeper tissue is to image with wave-

engths that present less scattering in biological tissue. Near infrared
ight meets this property [94] , in fact, this is one of the reasons that
xplain the depth of penetration of multi photon excitation. Moreover,
utofluorescence is nearly nonexistent at these wavelengths, which im-
roves the signal to noise ratio. Scattering in the near infrared is spe-
ially low in the second window, which comprises the range between
300 nm and 1700 nm [95] . A recent work has investigated light sheet
n this window, using excitation and emission wavelengths of 1320 nm
nd 1720 nm, respectively. The images shown axial resolutions of 7–
7 μm up to 750 μm depth in living mouse brain tissue through the
ntact skull [96] . 
The detection in standard light sheet microscopes has rather less

omplexity than the illumination and is usually composed by an ob-
ective lens, an emission filter, a tube lens and a camera. The NA of the
etection objective is decisive to achieve good lateral resolution. The
OF of the objective lens must be chosen according to the thickness
f the light sheet in order to cover its axial whole thickness, otherwise
ut of focus excited photons reaching the camera will degrade image
uality, introducing background intensity and blurriness. The working
istance of the objective lens must be carefully taken into account when
iming to image thick samples as focusing at the deepest planes requires
o place it very close to the sample’s surface [97] . 
Scanning large samples in LSFM with gaussian beams comes at the

ost of sacrificing axial resolution. As mentioned earlier, to have large
OVs the divergence of the beam cone must be minimized using very low
As, which render gaussian profiles with thick waists. An approach to
xtend the DOF of a beam it is to generate through incoherent addition
 constant thickness light sheet by sweeping the waist along the propa-
ation direction. This can be made using at high speed with an acousto-
ptical tunable lens [98] or a remote focusing objective [99] (see Fig. 3 ).
he latter, combined with confocal line detection in Axially Swept Light
heet Microscopy (ASLM) [99] (see Fig. 3 ), can achieve isotropic reso-
ution of 390 nm over hundreds of μm and up to 290 nm in cleared-
issue ASLM (ctASLM) [100] . In combination with dual side illumina-
ion, multi view acquisitions with extended DOF can also be performed
101] . Recently, very large FOVs were demonstrated with a resolution
f 1.7μm over 3.3 mm and speeds of up to 20 frames per second by
scillating the illumination objective with a voice coil motor (VCM) in
onfocal DSLM [102] (see Fig. 4 ). 
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of lenses in the inverted configuration. Two immersion 
lenses illuminate and collect at 45 ∘ respect to the coverslip surface. 
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Fig. 6. In open-top light sheet microscopy, the objectives are located beneath 
the sample, leaving the sample accesible from the top. In this configuration, 
index refraction matching between the air, water and glass interface is crucial 
to avoid aberration. 
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A step beyond axially swept light sheets are tailored bessel beams.
his technique tunes dynamically the position and the length of the fo-
us within the FOV. Together with the camera rolling shutter (see Fig. 4 )
chieves an increase in the contrast of up to 70% [103] , scanning up to
00 different beams per frame. In addition, photobleaching is reduced
nd by variating the intensity of the laser the variations in the fluo-
ophore concentration or in the absorption of the sample can be com-
ensated. This method is particularly interesting to scan samples with
omplicated and asymetric shapes such as Arabidopsis. Another interest-
ng way of increasing the penetration of propagation invariant beams is
o tailor its longitudinal envelope by weighting the complex amplitudes
f the different wave vectors of the phase mask. This allows to compen-
ate for the attenuation of the sample and to achieve uniform excitation
nd greater contrast in deep tissue layers [104] . 
Speeding up light sheet acquisitions has strict limitations if the trans-

ation of the sample or the system is performed with mechanical stages.
nstead, an electrically tunable lens (ETL) can be used to shift the de-
ection focal plane and a set of galvomirrors to tranlsate the lightsheet
105] . Even faster speeds can be reached if the excitation plane is shifted
ith an acousto-optic scanner and an acoustic tunable lens (TAG) is used
o refocus [106] . Any of these methods achieve speeds not comparable
ith mechanical translation and avoid any kind of undesired vibrations.

.3. Advances in light sheet variants 

The classical LSFM setup has an orthogonal arrangement of the il-
umination and detection objectives, both lying in a horizontal plane.
his configuration was originally designed to image samples that can
e embedded in agarose and mounted in Fluorinated Ethylene Propy-
ene (FEP) tubes. Nevertheless, this layout limits the compatibility of the
echnique with other traditional sample holders, such as glass coverslips
r culture dishes, due to the presence of the illumination objective lens
t the same plane as the sample. This geometry impedes the use of short
orking distance lenses, with the additional risk of colliding with the
older. 
These constraints motivated scientists to modify the standard light

heet configuration to accommodate alternative sample holders. Several
lternative architectures can be found in the literature, being the most
ommon the inverted SPIM (iSPIM), the open-top SPIM and the Oblique
lane light sheet microscopy (OPM). 

.3.1. Inverted light sheet microscopy 

iSPIM is the result of moving the detection objective to the vertical
xis, as in an inverted microscope and rotating the whole arrangement
5 degrees [107,108] (see Fig. 5 ). An advantage of this configuration is
hat it can be installed in the pillar of a standard microscope to image cell
ultures or small embryos. Further versions are capable of illuminating
nd detecting from both objective lenses as in Dual-Illumination iSPIM
109,110] . In order to avoid spherical aberrations, this microscope uses
ater immersion objectives but unfortunately, due to their close and
rthogonal arrangement, long working distances are needed and thus
he choice of NA is limited for iSPIM. Moreover, since the sample stays
tationary the area that can be scanned is very restricted. 
A peculiar variation of the inverted configuration is the 𝜋SPIM [111] ,

hich uses a non-orthogonal arrangement of the lenses. In this system
n oil immersion illumination objective lies beneath the sample, keep-
ng the detection in an upright position but tilted at a certain angle. An
blique light sheet is generated by passing an off-center beam through
he illumination lens, accommodating its angle to illuminate perpendic-
larly to the tilted detection axis. This configuration allows to position
he lenses very close to the sample, however its use is restricted to study
ell populations prepared in culture dishes. 
Exploiting the fact that LSFM ideally requires from larger NAs in

he detection than the illumination side, Light Sheet Theta Microscopy
LSTM) [112] ) proposes the use of 2 non-orthogonal illumination arms
ith a widefield view high NA detection objective in between. The
onger working distance and tilted position of the illumination objec-
ives allows to place the detection lens very close to the sample. More-
ver, the illumination arms are coordinated with the camera rolling
hutter to perform line scanning at the intersection of the light sheets.
he beam waists are translated along their propagation axis using an
TL and across the FOV with a galvomirror, always intersecting at their
hinner part. The angle between the detection and the illumination ob-
ectives is tuned to minimize the propagation distance of the beams
hrough the sample and thus maximize the axial resolution. 

.3.2. Open-top light sheet microscopy 

The Open-top light sheet [113] is a SPIM variant in which all the
ptical elements are placed beneath the sample in the same arrange-
ent as in iSPIM (see Fig. 6 ). However, in this configuration there
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s direct access to the specimen holder from the top of the system,
acilitating the manipulation of microfluidic chips or large multi-well
lates. Furthermore, objective lenses are not dipped into the sample’s
edium, eliminating the risk of inter-specimen contamination or dam-
ging the objectives with corrosive organic-solvents from some clearing
gents. 
Since light now has to go through a coverslip arranged at 45° from

he illumination and detection paths, images are very prone to suffer
rom large aberrations (see Fig. 6 ). This problem can be overcome by
nstalling a water-filled crystal prism underneath the sample so its faces
re lie perpendicular to the optical axes of the air objective lenses.
espite the index mismatching problem being apparently solved, light
rossing the 45° oriented slide still introduces astigmatic aberrations.
hese are compensated by adding a weak cylindrical lens after the tube
ens in the detection line. In the illumination side a slit reduces the NA
f the objective, extending the length of the light sheet and suppressing
he aberrations. 
The open-top configuration described above can only mount rela-

ively low NA optics due to high order aberrations from the coverslip
nterface. An adaptive optics module was suggested to compensate for
hem [117] however, other works have rather chosen to refine the de-
ign, replacing the water prism for a hemispherical solid immersion lens
SIL) [115] (see Fig. 7 ). This approach has several advantages over the
ater prism. As the SIL has a curved surface at its bottom that approx-
mates to the wave-front curvature, the air-medium interface is well
atched. Moreover, the flat surface at the top matches the index of re-
raction of the slide. The addition of an oil drop between the SIL and
he slide allows the latter to be translated without friction to scan large
reas. Since the SIL must be placed in contact with the surface of the
ample holder and its alignment with the objectives is critical for the
ystem’s performance, there is no z axis displacement of the sample and
ence this configuration is only suitable for 2D imaging or for very thin
amples. 
Recent advances have enabled to scan samples in 3D using an

pen-top configuration. Based on the idea of the water prism, multi-
mmersion open-top light sheet [114] (see Fig. 7 ) introduces a more
ophisticated index matching chamber beneath the glass slide. This
hamber contains an interchangeable immersion medium to accommo-
ate to the exact index of refraction of the sample or clearing pro-
ocol. The excitation light is delivered through an air objective cou-
led to an immersion lens interface of the chamber that accounts
or the medium to air index of refraction change. However, the de-
ection is performed through a multi-immersion objective lens that
an be inserted into the chamber to allow shorter working distance
enses. The top slide can be also exchanged to use the most suitable
lass material according to the refracting index of the sample, deter-
ined by the clearing protocol. This design is less restricted to scan
hick specimens than previous open-top microscopes, being capable
f imaging at depths of up to 0.5 cm in an area of up to 10x10 cm
ith sub-micron resolution. However, the use of mechanical stages
o translate the sample prevents it from being using to image living
pecimens. 
Finally, a hybrid approach between water prisms and SIL was re-

ently published. Named as solid immersion meniscus lens (SIMlens)
116] (see Fig. 7 ), consists of a custom prism immersion bath with a
eniscus lens window for each optical axis (illumination and detection).
his design allows to mount any air objective since the meniscus lens,
f chosen carefully, performs the wavefront match with the immersion
edium. Besides, the use of air objectives reduces the cost of the sys-
em and permits to switch them easily. In contrast to the SIL version, the
ample plate can be freely displaced in the z axis, enabling 3D imaging
f several mm depth. 
Open-top configurations are evolving quickly and their advances so

ar have been focused on carefully refine the index matching of the
hole optical flow to minimize aberrations, and increase the flexibil-
ty of the system to accommodate larger and thicker samples. 
.3.3. Single objective light sheet microscopy 

Owing to the orthogonal arrangement of the optical paths in LSFM,
he use of two objective lenses is the most straight forward implementa-
ion. However, this can be problematic in some applications since forces
he use of long working distance objectives, complicates the alignment
f the system and has a large footprint that can limit the compatibility
ith other instruments [118,119] . Light sheet through a single objec-
ive lens couples the illumination and detection through the same op-
ical axis, allowing to place the objective very close to the sample and
ncreasing the range of NA. Illuminating from an orthogonal direction in
his configuration is very challenging but it can be achieved in a simple
ay with Single Objective SPIM (soSPIM) [120] . Here, micromirrored
avities at the sample’s well are used to reflect an off axis laser beam
assed through the detection lens. soSPIM can be applied to any in-
erted microscope but, as other mirror based approaches [121] , need
rom additional hardware and are restricted to reduced size samples. 

.3.4. Oblique plane light sheet microscopy 

Oblique plane microscopy (OPM) [122] differs from the rest of LSFM
onfigurations for being a real standalone single objective LS micro-
cope. Unlike most light sheet variants, the illumination is delivered
ith an off axis beam passed through the detection objective that cre-
tes an oblique light sheet geometry. Due to the resulting non orthogonal
rrangement, the excitation is not fully confocal to the detection plane
nymore and thus part of the light is captured out of focus. This issue
as be compensated by adding a reimaging system in the detection line
123] that (see Fig. 8 ). The remote imaging module consists of a pair
f opposed objective lenses tilted according to the obliquity of the light
heet. A limitation of this technique is that the coupling of the NAs cause
hat part of the cone of light from the secondary objective is not cov-
red by the tertiary, yielding a non isotropic PSF at the imaging plane
nd cropping the original NA of the first lens. Moreover, higher tilting
ngles will increase the resolution anisotropy and require from wider
pertures [124] . In this case, using immersion objective lenses can help
o ’compress’ the k-vectors and reduce the resolution loss. 
Recent works have put strong efforts to reduce the resolution loss

n OPM. Oblique epi-illumination SPIM (eSPIM) [125] proposes the use
f a pair of index mismatched objective lenses at the remote focusing
odule to compress the angle of the refocused light. This is achieved by
lacing an air to water interface between the secondary and the tertiary
bjective lenses that ensure full coverage of the entire cone of light. This
odification allowed to keep the front objective’s NA through the entire
ptical path of the microscope. Another idea followed in single-molecule
blique-plane microscopy (obSTORM) [126] is to place a mirror at the
ocal plane of the second objective to reuse it as a third objective. The
irror is slightly tilted to allow to refocus the oblique image. Despite
his design simplifies the optical setup, the use of a single objective re-
ote focusing module requires from the use of a beamsplitter that added
o the mirror losses by reflection drops the light efficiency to 25% from
hat of a conventional STORM microscope. Redesigning the third objec-
ive can allow to achieve full numerical aperture of the primary objec-
ive coverage. In this case this lens incorporates a glass tip that enables
ero working distance imaging in the remote imaging module [127] to
over the entire cone of light. 
Imaging with low NA objective lenses to cover larger fields of view

n OPM is technically very challenging since narrow collection angles
ncrease the tilt between the objectives in the re-imaging module and
hus the aperture mismatch. In the worst cases, the tertiary objective
ouldn’t even collect the light from the secondary. However, a reflec-
ive blazed diffraction grating placed between the re-imaging objective
enses can redirect the light in almost perpendicular direction respect to
he secondary lens optical axis [128] . The co-alignment of the grating
ith the oblique plane enables optimal re-imaging using low NA lenses.
his design demonstrated OPM in large volumes of up to several mm at
igh speed using lenses of NA 0.28. 
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Fig. 7. Approaches to improve the index matching problem in open-top light sheet microscopes. In a., a multi-immersion objective is inserted into an interchangeable 
immersion medium chamber [114] . Solid immersion lenses can perform waveform matching given their large curvature. In b. a hemispherical lens is attached under 
the slide [115] , whereas in c. two meniscus lenses are embed in the walls of the prism [116] . 
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OPM systems originally relied on mechanical stages to translate the
ample through the detection focal plane and across the limited field of
iew [122] . Mounting the second objective in a piezo-electric actuator
llowed control the axial position of the light sheet and tilted obser-
ation plane in the sample [129] however, mechanical translation has
hown to be slow and limits the scanning speed [130] . Similarly to con-
ocal theta microscopy [131] , in Swept Confocally-Aligned Planar Ex-
itation (SCAPE) microscopy [132] a rotating polygon mirror mounted
n a galvanometer motor was used to scan the light sheet. Simultane-
usly, the captured fluorescence is de-scanned by reflecting it back into
n adjacent face of the polygon. This creates a stationary oblique im-
ge plane in the remote focusing module regardless of the position of
he light sheet. With this method very high acquisition speeds can be
eached, capturing up to 24 volumes per second with very large fields
f view of up to 600 x 1000 x 550 μm. 
Though SCAPE is a very high performance system, using a polygo-

al mirror produces tilt-variant scanning planes, requiring from further
ostprocessing to rearrange the data. Instead, other systems have devel-
ped tilt invariant scanning methods. In Scanned Oblique Plane illumi-
ation (SOPi) [133] , a scanning mirror inserted in the Fourier plane of
 4f system allows to scan the light sheet along the sample at high seed
ithout changing the tilt angle. A second galvomirror enables to scan
n DSLM mode to perform 2-photon excitation. Together with rolling
hutter confocal detection the resolution of the system is improved at
he cost of reducing the speed. The relatively low NA of this system
imits the 2 photon excitiation efficiency, however using Bessel beam
xcitation could significantly increase its performance [134] . 
During the preparation of this review, the SCAPE team presented

heir renovated SCAPE 2.0 [135] , in which the polygonal mirror has
een substituted for a large aperture galvanometric mirror. As in other
PM setups, this component carries out the scanning of the light-
heet and descanning of the fluorescence, generating a static inter-
ediate image plane that is re-imaged by the remote module to ob-
ain a sharp in focus image. The SCAPE 2.0 has also incorporated a
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Fig. 8. Diagram of an Oblique plane microscope (OPM). The fluorescence ex- 
cited in an oblique plane needs to be refocused with a the remote imaging mod- 
ule. Depending on the inclination of the illumination plane and the NA of the 
objective lenses, part of the light might be lost in the intermediate image plane. 
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igh speed intensified camera that provides unprecedented acquisition
peeds of up to 300 VPS, capturing near-isotropic freely moving c. el-
gans and real time blood flow in the beating zebrafish heart. In addi-
ion, the primary objective lens has been mounted in a rotating mirrored
age to image samples from top-down, inverted configuration or even
ide-facing. 
Although OPM systems can shift the plane of light across the sample

o obtain 3D volumes, the high NA conditions the working distance and
imits the size of the FOV. Recently, thank to the development of tilt in-
ariant scanning geometries [133] , large volumes of several mm length
ould be imaged by stitching volumes in postprocessing [136] . there is
 high NA single objective for OPM systems that delivers full numerical
perture of the primary objective through a glass tip that enables zero
orking distance imaging in the remote imaging module [127] . Also,
he same group proposes a remote refocusing module for high-speed
igh-resolution microscopy. In both projects, there is a repository with
ll the necessary documentation be replicated. 

.4. Sample manipulation in light sheet microscopy 

Light sheet microscopes relies on the transparency of the samples to
cquire high resolution images. Specimens have usually very reduced
ize or have been treated to be transparent [137,138] . On the other
ize, for non living samples usually optical clearing protocols are used
o have a homogeneous refraction index in the samples and minimize
cattering [139,140] . However, careful sample preparation is a key step
o ensure stability, avoid sample motions or reduce the aberrations dur-
ng the imaging process [141] . Recent publications have presented some
nnovative ideas for sample holders and methods to control the position
nd orientation of the specimen. 
Rotating the sample in multi view LSFM can present difficulties,
specially if its orientation needs to be kept during the whole experi-
ent [142] . The use of a magnetic field [143] has been proposed in this
ork to manipulating small agarose spheres with embedded magnetic
eads. The forces applied must be carefully controlled to avoid defor-
ations or damages to the sphere due to displacements of the beads.
he method was applied to image zebrafish embryos, larvae, mouse em-
ryos and shrimps. High throughput imaging could be greatly benefited
rom this technique as there is often no control over sample orientation
144] . 
In some applications, embedding samples in agarose can have neg-

tive effects for their development, growth or diffusion of drugs and
uids [145] . Thus, some applications can benefit from non contact con-
nement of samples during the imaging process. This can be achieved
sing optical traps for cell sized specimens [146] . In fact, conventional
icroscopes equipped with optical tweezers can be used for light sheet
icroscopy if a small cantilever mirror is installed at the sample cham-
er [147] . This setup enables optical manipulation using gaussian and
essel beams with line confocal detection to achieve high contrast imag-
ng. 
Since optical traps can only apply forces of up to several pN, larger

amples like zebrafish larvae can be manipulated with acoustic gradi-
nt force traps. With this technique, the dynamic response of the speci-
en can be studied without affecting the perfusion rate or drug delivery
148] . 
In a recent publication, light sheet microscopy was proposed as a

echnique to monitor cell and tissue manipulations such as sub-cellular
blations or tissue cauterization [149] . This setup combines a multi view
PIM with an IR femtosecond based photo-manipulation module to vi-
ualize the sample in 3D with high spatio-temporal resolution. 

. The open microscopy community 

Acquiring a state-of-the-art microscope requires a large investment
or the hardware and often to purchase additional modules or postpro-
essing software separately. Biologists and end users are often interested
n commercial systems since they usually include technical support and
sage training. However, since the commercialization of LSFM and OPT
echnologies by the main microscopy manufacturers took several years,
nterdisciplinary teams have built their imaging systems at the lab [150] .
n fact, nowadays the community of microscopy developers is still dom-
nated by custom made equipment [151] . 
Home built microscopes have several advantages over commer-

ial systems. As cutting edge features are usually developed first in
cademia, it is easier for engineers to work in custom setups that have
ot been packed in a compact device or have closed software and propri-
tary tools. This gives more flexibility to make modifications and build
ew configurations [151] . Besides, the budget for custom built micro-
copes can get substantially reduced, allowing to mount higher end com-
onents. 
Despite all these advantages, building your own microscope requires

ighly skilled personnel, technical background and some previous ex-
ertise. Therefore, even if advice from the literature is followed [8] ,
esigning a system from scratch can be time consuming and a waste of
esources. Fortunately, the light sheet and OPT community has a strong
ovement of open hardware projects. These are microscopes that have
ll the technical details available for the community, so researchers can
asily build their own versions, customize them and publish their re-
ults. Some of them have been around for a while and quite extended
ut others have just landed and carry the latest advances in the tech-
ique. 
The most popular open light sheet initiatives are OpenSPIM

152] and OpenSpinMicroscopy [23] . OpenSPIM [152] is self defined
s an open source SPIM platform and their website contains full in-
tructions and partlist to build your own system. Additionally, it uses
pen Source software to control the device, programmed for 𝜇Manager
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153,154] and Fiji [155] . Components are affordable, even 3D printable
n some cases, and has extended its features to perform multi view de-
onvolution and brightfield illumination. Also, a new toolbox for beam
haping compatible with the OpenSPIM platform was released recently.
tructured SPIM (SSPIM) [156] allows to generate digital patterns to
lluminate with the most common light sheets using a SLM. Similarly,
penSpinMicroscopy [23] is also an open source platform that offers a
ariety of light sheet systems that implement SPIM, DSLM and OPT. The
cquisition is controled by Arduino and has additional extension mod-
les for microfluidics, dual side illumination and confocal slit detection.
ithin the framework of the OpenSpinMicroscopy platform, SPIM-fluid
roposes a system designed to acquire automatized 3D high-throughput
mages of cell cultures and small organisms. Sample loading is carried
ut through a FEP tube and a pump which simplifies its manipulation
nd saves a significant amount of time [157] . 
Inspired by the open-microscopy projects described above,

he mesoscale selective plane-illumination microscopy initiative
MesoSPIM) [158] was recently released. This modular state-of-the-art
ight sheet microscope implements multi view acquisition, DSLM and
SLM with an ETL and can image large volumes with high resolution.
ample handling is quite flexible, allowing to mount samples in FEP
ubes or cuvettes with a magnetic quick exchanging system. 
SPIM has also an educational purposed project called EduSPIM

159] . The control software has a very simplified user interface, opti-
ized for college and school projects or research groups looking for
 cheap and easy to use microscope. All the technical details and in-
truction to build one are available as supplementary materials in the
ublication. 
There also open OPT specific project such as OptiJ [24] , a low cost

ystem that comes with ImageJ plugin for reconstruction and prepro-
essing of OPT acquisition. It can run in GPU and has interesting features
uch as sinogram dynamic offset correction. 
Upgrading a light sheet system for a certain task or application usu-

lly requires large degree of expertise and skills, plus some theoretical
ackground. The AutoPilot framework [160] is a tool for spatial res-
lution optimization and signal strengthening for adaptive light sheet
icroscopy. It provides from hardware and software modules to add,
onfigure and fine tune adaptive imaging capability to a light sheet mi-
roscope. Despite this package is optimized for the SiMView system [72] ,
t can be applied to any existing system. SiMView documentation, de-
igns, and part list are available on request. 
As no non-commercial deconvolution tools for LSFM yet exist, a re-

ent work proposed an open source software for this task that makes use
f an computed PSF model [161] . The code and compiled binaries can
e downloaded for free and is optimized to run in multiple CPU or GPU
cceleration. 
On the hardware side, there are a few open source components that

mplement advanced capabilities in light sheet microscopes. In particu-
ar, the high NA single objective for OPM systems [127] and the remote
efocusing module for high-speed high-resolution microscopy [162] ,
oth proposed by the same group, are two examples of open hardware
n which a repository shared at the lab’s site contains all the necessary
ocumentation to be replicated. 
Finally, computational simulations can also play a key role in the

evelopment of light sheet microscopy systems. For this task, Biobeam
163] offers an open-source platform to reproduce most of the optical
henomena that occur in a light sheet microscope such as diffraction
rtifacts, all kind of aberrations or the image formation process. The
imulation engine uses a GPU implementation of the beam propaga-
ion method and given its modular architecture, it can be adapted to
ny kind of light sheet microscopy architecture. Based on the Monte
arlo method for light propagation [164] , Holistic Monte-Carlo optical
odelling offers a simulation environment to recreate complete imaging
ystems of arbitrary complexity. This software uses Monte Carlo prop-
gation to recreate physical phenomena in the medium combined with
emax to generate realistic microscopy images. 
. LSFM and OPT multimodal imaging 

OPT and LSFM have often been compared seeking for differences in
he performance of one over the other [165] . In fluorescence mode, it is
lear that LSFM outperforms OPT in resolution due to its optical section-
ng capacity, but also in acquisition speed and phototoxicity. However,
ransmission OPT and LSFM have demonstrated to be complementary
maging modalities since they couple anatomic and structural informa-
ion with functional and tissue specific. LSFM despite its high resolution
nd superior image quality can only retrieve anatomic data while mea-
uring autofluorescence but, unfortunately, this mode is rather unspe-
ific and there is poor control over which structures present this prop-
rty [166] . For this reason, OPT can be used as a very reliable source
f reference anatomical information given its absorption based contrast
81,167] . 
The technological gap between OPT and SPIM has been filled by

PT-SPIM combined systems, capable of acquiring the two modalities in
he same setup [23,26] . OPT can be implemented in most of the standard
onfiguration light sheet microscopes, furthermore, given their modular
rchitecture, OPT capabilities can be added to an existing light sheet
ystem with minor modifications [166] . 
For these reasons, we strongly believe that future advances should go

owards combining the best features of each of these modalities rather
han forcing researchers to choose one against the other. 

. Conclusions and future perspectives 

Optical Projection Tomography and Lightsheet Fluorescence Mi-
roscopy started less than two decades ago and nowadays are the best
wo optical microscopy techniques to image large samples in fluores-
ence or absorption. Although the image quality rendered by both tech-
iques depends largely on the amount of scattering present in the tissue,
he large variety of configurations, processing algorithms and sample
reparation techniques developed in the last decades lead to significant
mprovements in the robustness, flexibility and performance of these
wo techniques. 
OPT had a very strong impact during its first decade of development,

owever its use in fluorescence mode has progressively been replaced by
he latest light sheet methods, capable of imaging faster, with less foto-
leaching and better image quality. Transmission OPT is still a valuable
echnique since there is no other imaging method measuring the three
imensional distribution of the absorption, which has shown to be very
onvenient to complement light sheet images [81,166] . 
The evolution of light sheet microscopy has been much wider and

iverse than OPT, with tons of new systems and configurations that can
ven overwhelm the people starting with this technique. Furthermore,
ach new system usually carries its own name, leading to a vast variety
f different nomenclatures for configurations that can be classified under
he same category. 
During the preparation of this review, we saw the greatest advances

owards single objective light sheet and open top configurations. Single
bjective light sheet is implemented as oblique plane microscopy and is
 revolutionary configuration that changes radically the light sheet mi-
roscope layout. Despite its limited field of view, implementations like
CAPE 2.0 have demonstrated the large margin of improvement that can
e still achieved in this technique by incorporating the latest detection
echnology an a revised optical scanning system [135] . The latest works
n open top light sheet are breaking its limitations by achieving nearly
erfect index matching among the multiple interfaces that this configu-
ation presents and enabling scanning samples in the z axis [116] . 
Light sheet is also walking towards more flexible systems in the illu-
ination side, capable of exciting with any kind of scanned beam with-
ut changing the setup [91] or adapting the properties of the illumina-
ion dynamically [103] . 
The exploration of new imaging windows is also a good step to-

ards scanning larger samples with equivalent image quality [96] .
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his illumination has already shown potential in other imaging tech-
iques [168,169] , thus OPT can also get greatly benefited both in trans-
ission and in fluorescence. 
To conclude, it is also worth to mention the importance of the new

pen hardware systems that incorporate the latest advances, improve
he accessibility to the technique and promote reproducible research
158] . 
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